We report on our investigation of the formation and survival of long-lived Rydberg states in argon produced by pulsed laser excitation of ultracold metastable state argon atoms in a magneto-optical trap. The states studied have a 2 P 1/2 core. Low angular momentum Rydberg states with this core normally autoionize rapidly. If, however, atoms are excited in the presence of electric fields, higher angular momentum states, traditionally termed "ZEKE states" (ZEKE is derived from "zero kinetic energy") can be formed. The lifetime of these states can be orders of magnitude greater than low angular momentum states. In this paper, we report on the time dependence of ZEKE Rydberg state population in an ultracold environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is considerable interest in the dynamics of ultracold plasmas and ultracold Rydberg gases. Such plasmas reside in or near the strong-coupling regime and, therefore, can serve as laboratory models for studying physical systems-such as white dwarfs-that would otherwise be difficult to explore. Ultracold plasmas are typically formed by photoexcitation of ultracold atoms to an energy region near (both above and below) an ionization threshold [1] . Excitation to bound highly excited Rydberg states can lead to the formation of a plasma via several processes, including collisions between Rydberg atoms. Conversely, Rydberg atoms can be formed by three-body recombination in an ultracold plasma [2] [3] [4] . Understanding the dynamics of ultracold Rydberg gases is, therefore, important for understanding the dynamics of ultracold plasmas.
We are interested in a particular class of ultracold Rydberg atoms, known, for historical reasons, as zero kinetic-energy (ZEKE) state Rydberg atoms. Because these Rydberg states were discovered in ZEKE photoelectron spectroscopy experiments being conducted to precisely determine ionization limits, they became known as ZEKE Rydberg states [5] [6] [7] . ZEKE Rydberg states are high angular momentum (l and m) excited states, typically found in a region a few tens of wave numbers below an ionization threshold, that can be formed by laser excitation in the presence of electric fields (applied or stray) that enable l and m mixing during excitation. A uniform electric field mixes l states, the atomic states become Stark states, and l is no longer a good quantum number. If the field configuration does not possess cylindrical symmetry, then m states can also be mixed.
In the case studied here, involving excitation of argon (Ar) atoms to a region just below the 2 P 1/2 (core) ionization threshold, the absence of electric fields during excitation would mean that high angular momentum states would be optically dark. Only low angular momentum states that decay very quickly (picosecond-to-nanosecond time scale) by radiationless autoionization through a core spin flip due to the Rydberg electron-core interaction would be accessible. These autoionizing states (primarily s , p , and d states) in Ar and other noble gases have been studied extensively over many years, primarily through single-and multiphoton highresolution spectroscopy where the linewidth of the observed resonances can be used to extract the lifetime of the states [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Experimental studies of these low-l states have been compared to theoretical calculations to better understand the dynamics of autoionization [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . For a recent detailed review, see Ref. [21] . Whereas, the vast majority of spectroscopic measurements involve low-l states, recently, optical spectroscopy for high-l states with principal quantum n in the range of n = 9-17 [22] and high-precision microwave spectroscopy for states with n = 10, l > 5 [23] have also been reported for argon. In those studies, the focus was on structure measurements to extract dipole polarizabilities and quadrupole moments.
For very high angular momentum ZEKE states, the interaction of the Rydberg electron with the core is significantly reduced. Hence, ZEKE Rydberg state lifetimes are greatly enhanced compared to low angular momentum states with nearly a 2 orders of magnitude increase in lifetime reported [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Calculations were found to be in qualitative agreement with these results but often underestimated the ZEKE state survival if only l mixing, but non-m mixing, was included [30] [31] [32] [33] . In addition, although the radiative lifetime scales as n 3 for low-l states, this same n scaling does not hold for ZEKE states. Calculations for hydrogen, for example, show that the lifetime scales to good approximation as n 5 for the highest-l states and that the average lifetime for a statistical mixture of lm states of the same n manifold scales as n 4.5 [34] . Most experiments involving ZEKE states have been conducted at or near room temperature and with molecules. Several studies did investigate atoms-including argon [26, 31] and xenon [28] , and the formation of high-l states has also been observed in an ultracold Rydberg gas of rubidium [35] .
In this paper, we report on our investigation of the formation and survival of ZEKE Rydberg states in ultracold argon in an energy region just below the ionization threshold of the 2 P 1/2 ionic core. This threshold is 1431.58 cm −1 above the ionization threshold of the 2 P 3/2 ionic core Rydberg series [20] . Two tunable pulsed dye lasers are used to excite Ar* atoms in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) to Rydberg states. After a variable delay, these atoms are ionized by applying an electric-field pulse, and the subsequent ions are detected and counted, allowing us to study the time dependence of the ZEKE Rydberg state population over a wide range of n levels. This work represents an important study of noble-gas ZEKE Rydberg states interacting in an ultracold environment.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiment begins in a noble-gas magneto-optical trap that has been described previously [36] . Typically, the MOT contains ∼10 6 atoms in the 3p 5 10 Hz, corresponding to the repetition rate of the Nd:YAG (yttrium aluminum garnet) laser (Quantel Brilliant) used to pump two pulsed dye lasers. The flashlamp sync of the YAG laser (defined as t = 0) is used to trigger a pulse generator (Quantum Composers, Inc.) that controls all subsequent timing of the experiment. At t = 0, acousto-optic modulators are used to shutter the trapping and Zeeman slower laser light. The Q switch for the laser fires at t = 186 μs, pumping two ∼5-ns pulsed dye lasers. The first is a homebuilt laser, pumped by 532-nm light and operating at 706 nm that produces 100-200 μJ/pulse. This laser is resonant with the
(We use primed and unprimed terms to represent the terms generated from 2 P 1/2 and 2 P 3/2 , respectively). The second is a Quantel TDL60, pumped by 355-nm light and tunable around 470 nm, producing ∼ 1.5 mJ/pulse, that further excites atoms to highlying Rydberg levels near the ionization limit (see Fig. 1 ). In the absence of an electric field, this laser will excite ns and nd autoionizing states only. Finally, after a variable delay time, a voltage with a slew rate and amplitude of 50.24 V/μs and −62.8 V is applied to one of two thin metal rings surrounding the MOT (the second ring is grounded) in order to field ionize the Rydberg atoms. Ions are, subsequently, detected 3p 4s [ in a channel electron multiplier (CEM) and are counted on a multichannel scalar (Stanford Research Systems SR430).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The spectrum of Rydberg levels under investigation in our study is shown in Fig. 2 . Here, the first laser is fixed at 706 nm, whereas, the second laser scans from 470 to 477 nm. To obtain the spectrum, a pulsed electric field is applied 1 μs after photoexcitation. Ions created through pulsed field ionization (PFI) along with those created by autoionization and resonantly enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) are swept to the CEM. Both s and d states are visible in the spectrum. With our laser power and bandwidth, individual Rydberg levels are resolved up to n = 65.
The survival of ZEKE Rydberg states was measured by counting the number of field-ionized atoms as a function of delay time after photoexcitation of atoms with no voltage applied to the rings surrounding the MOT during laser excitation. Figure 3 shows a typical time sequence of subsequent ion detection. The multichannel scalar is triggered with a delay of 180 μs after the flashlamp of the Nd-YAG laser. Here, the dye laser, with an energy of 1.35 mJ/pulse, is parked so as to excite atoms to Rydberg states around n = 166. Three features are visible in the figure. The first spike is a pick up of electrical noise from the laser Q switch that conveniently marks the arrival of the 5-ns dye laser pulses. At ∼ 27 μs, after the atoms are excited, ions created through autoionization and REMPI arrive at the detector. Finally, ions created through PFI of the ZEKE states when the ramped voltage is initiated at 96 μs after Rydberg excitation are detected.
The arrival time of the autoionized ions suggests the presence of a stray electric field, likely originating from the CEM field that penetrates through a grounded mesh in front of the detector. The energy gained by the ion via autoionization is a small fraction of the ∼ 1431.58 cm gained results in an ion kinetic energy that would predict an arrival time of ∼ 10 ms after the laser pulse. By applying a small bias voltage to the ring closest to the CEM, we, indeed, observed an arrival time shift and eventual elimination of the ion signal, consistent with the presence of a stray electric field.
The number of ZEKE states in the MOT region at any one time will depend on both the number created initially and how long they survive. For example, in Fig. 4 , we show the number of ZEKE Rydberg atoms detected as a function of laser wavelength for a fixed PFI delay time of 50 μs. This result is superimposed on the spectra of ions created solely by the laser without the application of an external ionizing field pulse where the photon counter gate opens at 1 μs after the laser pulse. Below n ∼ 75, very few or no ZEKE state ions are collected after the delay of 50 μs, even though the pulsed electric field is sufficient to ionize even red Stark states states Observed ions collected in a 40-μs-wide gate that opens 1 μs after laser excitation. Inset: superimposed are the ions collected when a pulsed electric field is applied 50 μs after laser excitation to field ionize any ZEKE state Rydberg atoms. The figure illustrates the approximate range of excited states over which ZEKE Rydberg atoms appear to be produced. down to n ∼ 60. Although this could mean that such states are created then rapidly are destroyed, it is more likely that this reflects a cutoff in the ZEKE state production as has been seen in other studies with both atoms and molecules [26] .
In order to explore the dynamics of ultracold ZEKE states, we record the number of ZEKE state atoms as a function of time for a fixed excitation laser wavelength for a range of discrete wavelengths. Next, we record the number of ZEKE state atoms at a fixed time as the excitation laser is scanned. We discuss both experiments below.
In the first experiment, the wavelength of the second step laser is fixed to excite Rydberg levels ranging from n = 70 to 10 cm −1 (wave numbers) above the ionization threshold. For each excitation, the delay of the pulsed electric field for the ionization and extraction is scanned (along with the ion collection gate). This allows us to map out the survival of the ZEKE states by counting the number of ZEKE Rydberg atoms that remain after a given delay time. Note that we use the term survival as opposed to lifetime because, in general, radiative decay, autoionization, black-body ionization, and collisions can each contribute-in proportions that depend on n-to the destruction of the Rydberg state.
Results are shown in Fig. 5 . The pulsed field and the collection gate of the photon counter are scanned with a delay ranging from 0 to 200 μs in 5-μs steps and with 100 shots (at 10 Hz) taken per step. The plots highlight the ZEKE data and exclude ions from autoionization and multiphoton ionization that are produced during the laser pulse and arrive at the detector around 27 μs. Here, the energies of the dye lasers are 200 and 250 μJ/pulse, respectively.~~~~T ime (µs) FIG. 5. Ions resulting from ZEKE Rydberg states as a function of the delay time between laser excitation and pulsed field ionization for transitions to Rydberg levels in the range of 80 < n < 176 along with a simple exponential fit to the data. The fit excludes the signal before 32 μs that includes ions from prompt autoionization and multiphoton ionization.
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Principal quantum number n FIG. 6. Survival time as derived from the exponential fits to the data (Fig. 5) as a function of the principal quantum number n. The solid line is a fit to the function τ = an b for 70 < n < 140 as discussed in the text.
A general trend can be observed from the graphs. Starting at n ∼ 70, we see the onset of the creation of ZEKE Rydberg states. As n is increased, the number of ZEKE atoms produced and their survival time both increase. At a wavelength corresponding to excitation near n ∼ 130, however, the survival time starts to decrease dramatically. In an effort to provide a simple characterization of the ZEKE state survival as a function of the principal quantum number, we have fit the curve with a simple exponential. We find, in fact, that a simple exponential does a good job of characterizing the ZEKE state survival as shown in Fig. 5 . Note that, for the fit, we have removed the data points before 32 μs to get rid of the contribution from the direct and fast autoionized ions.
The decay time obtained from the curve fitting is plotted against the principal quantum in Fig. 6 . Since these atoms can interact with each other, in for example, a collision which destroys the Rydberg state, the decay time we measure is not necessarily the natural lifetime. Nonetheless, it is still interesting to examine how the survival time scales with n and how this compares to predicted lifetimes, especially, for the part of our curve where the ZEKE survival increases with n. To do so, we fit our data to the function τ = an b for 70 < n < 140. The points at n = 120 and n = 95 with the unusually large error bars were excluded from the fit. The fit yields b = 4.73 ± 0.84, which interestingly is in agreement with the theoretical prediction for the scaling of the natural lifetime of the high-l and high-m states.
A complementary way to study the ZEKE states is to fix the delay time of the PFI pulse and to scan the second excitation laser wavelength. In Fig. 7 , we show ion counts as a function of laser wavelength for eight different PFI pulse delays ranging from 50 μs to 1 ms. An interesting progression of the population of ZEKE states can be observed. At 50-μs PFI delay, the spectrum is skewed toward high-n ZEKE states. At longer times, both populations decrease, as one would expect, until at the longest time recorded, the spectrum is dominated by low-n ZEKE states. These data are consistent with the data previously shown. Low-n ZEKE states have lower natural lifetimes but are less fragile than large high-n ZEKE states that interact with the other ZEKE atoms and the environment.
We now consider several simple mechanisms that could explain the destruction of the higher-n ZEKE states. These include field ionization from stray electric fields, ionization from black-body radiation, and collisions with other nearby ZEKE state Rydberg atoms. It is important to remember that these Rydberg atoms are very large with classical orbit size scaling as n 2 and are very sensitive to stray fields. We know that there is a stray electric field at the location of the MOT arising from the channel electron multiplier, although an extrapolation based on observing the collected ion signal as a function of an applied nulling voltage on one of the rings suggests the field is a factor of ∼ 3-5 too small to ionize atoms in the n = 140 state. Also, although the atoms are ultracold, they are still immersed in a bath of black-body radiation from the surrounding room-temperature apparatus. However, an (over)estimate of the room-temperature depopulation rate is 2.03 × 10 7 (n * ) −2 s −1 [37] . Depopulation from black-body redistribution is, therefore, negligible in this experiment [38, 39] . The most likely candidate, we believe, for the decreasing survival time of high-n atoms is collisions with other Rydberg atoms. Future studies will focus on clearly identifying the specific mechanisms responsible for limiting the ZEKE Rydberg state survival.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have reported on our investigation of the formation and survival of long-lived ZEKE Rydberg states in argon produced by pulsed laser excitation of ultracold metastable state argon atoms in a magneto-optical trap. We find that these ZEKE states are produced in a region just below the ionization limit of the 2 P 1/2 core Rydberg series, down to a principal quantum number of n ∼ 75. We have characterized the survival times of these states and find that they are, indeed, orders of magnitude greater than one would find in low angular momentum states of the same n. For example, for the d state at n = 100, the autoionizing lifetime is 170 ps, whereas, we observe a ZEKE state survival time of 14 μs. Furthermore, we find that the lifetime scales as τ = n 4.73±0.84 for states below n ∼ 130. At this level of precision, our result cannot differentiate between an n 4.5 and an n 5 scaling but is clearly not consistent with the n 3 scaling of low-l states. For higher n-states, the survival time decreases, likely due to the interaction between Rydberg atoms and possibly from stray fields. This work opens the door for future studies of ZEKE state dynamics in an ultracold environment. Future studies will entail control of the dynamics through the application of tailored electric fields and the investigation of the role of ZEKE states in ultracold plasma formation.
